
Flight 2

Tasks #3, #4, #5, #6, #7, #8

Sunrise/Sunset 05:37 20:18

Min. ILP → all goals

Next briefing

QNH

Task 3 CRT Task order in any order

a.

b.

MMA R50m

Marker color yellow

Marker drop free

Loggermarker 1

Task 4 FON Task order in any order

a.

b.

c.

d.

MMA -

Marker color -

Marker drop -

Loggermarker 2

Task 5 HWZ Task order in any order

a.

MMA R50m

Marker color l. blue

Marker drop free

Loggermarker 3

any coordinates in format xx00 / yy00 with alt. Goal altitude 

must be at least 500ft higher or lower than declaration point 

and min. 1 km from other goals

all active

not required

17:30

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

Scoring area

Position of various set goals/targets A. 1039 / 4596 Alt 320 ft

B. 1049 / 4566 Alt 316 ft

entire contest area

Task data sheet

Scoring by physical marker inside the grey area (MMA 

excluding target) is only possible from 

              xx:00:00 to xx:15:59

      and  xx:30:00 to xx:45:59.

Scoring by physical marker on the target is possible anytime 

within scoring period.

Scoring by loggermark inside entire contest area is possible    

from      xx:16:00 to xx:29:59

      and  xx:46:00 to xx:59:59.

Description of scoring area(s) and their validity times

Calculated Rate of Approach Task (Rule 15.9)

Launch area

Launch period

PZs in force

Solo flight

1 km

1008

Individual launch

06:00 - 07:00

Position of goal/target 1488 / 4386 Alt 325 ft

ends at 0900

min 1km, no max.

Scoring period

Number of goals permitted 1

Minimum and maximum distances between 

declaration point and declared goal

Method of declaration in Loggergoal #1 

Scoring period ends at 0900

Goals available for declaration

Target A active: xx:00 - xx:09, xx:20 - xx:29, xx:40 - xx:49

Target B active: xx:10 - xx:19, xx:30 - xx:39, xx:50 - xx:59

Scoring area entire contest area

Fly On (Rule 15.5)

ends at 0900Scoring period

Scoring area entire contest area



Task 6 MDT Task order in order

a.
b.
c.

MMA -
Marker color -

Marker drop -
Loggermarker 4

Task 7 HWZ Task order in any order

a.

MMA R50m

Marker color pink

Marker drop free
Loggermarker 5

Task 8 LRN Task order in any order

a.
b.
c.
d.

MMA -
Marker color -

Marker drop -
Loggermarker 6,7,8

Loggermark#7 between point "A" and point "C"
Method of determining point "C"
Description of scoring area(s) 

ends at 0900
see descriptionScoring area

SA is a circle with R=1.5km and center point on vertical grid 
line 0200. Pilot must declare the center point of his SA in 
loggergoal #2 before entering it. 

Loggermark#8

Scoring period

Location of point "A"

entire contest area
Scoring period
Scoring area

Position of various set goals/targets
0517 / 4418 Alt 311 ft
0602 / 4727 Alt 329 ft

Loggermark#6

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

min. 10 min.

The result is the distance between ref. point and first valid 
trackpoint after 10 min. flight.

entire contest areaScoring area
Scoring period ends at 0900

Reference point Loggermark #4
Minimum set time or distance

Method of determining point "B"

Land Run (Rule 15.12)

ends at 0900

The time will start with Loggermark #4.

Minimum Distance (Rule 15.13)

Arrangements of timing


